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Abstract

A method is described for monitoring the changing thickness of a thin oil film

subject to an aerodynamic shear stress using two focused laser beams. The measure-

ment is then simply analyzed in terms of the surface skin friction of the flow.

The analysis includes the effects of arbitrarily large pressure and skin-friction

gradients, gravity, and time-varying oil temperature. It may also be applied to

three-dimensional flows with unknown direction. Applications are presented for a

variety of flows including two-dlmensional flows, three-dimensional swirling flows,

separated flows, supersonic high Reynolds number flows, and delta-wing vortical

flows.





List of Symbols

A = dT/dt [see Eq. (9)]

Cf = local skln-friction coefficient, T/q

dp/dx = external flow pressure gradient

g = gravitational acceleration

H = step height

I = incidence angle for interferometer flat

i = laser beam incidence angle measured from the normal to a surface

M = Mach number

N = fringe number

n = coordinate perpendicular to oil-flow direction (see Fig. 4).

n = interferometer flat index of refraction
g

n = oll index of refraction
o

q = free-stream dynamic pressure

R = Reynolds number; also, refraction angle for interferometer flat

r = laser beam refraction angle within oll measured from the normal

to a surface

S = oil-viscoslty/temperature-slope [see Eq. (ii)]

s = coordinate along oil-flow direction (see Fig. 4); also, delta wing

semispan

T = temperature; also, interferometer flat thickness

" t = time

V = tunnel free-stream speed

w = transverse speed on surface of rotating cylinders

x = coordinate parallel to llne Joining beams (see Fig. 4); also, distance

downstream from step

Y = tunnel heighto
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y = oll thickness; also, delta wing semispan distance

z = coordinate perpendicular to line Joining beams (see Fig. 4)

= tunnel-wall deflection angle; also, delta-wlng angle of attack

y = local oil-flow angle with respect to the x coordinate (see Fig. 4)

AN = incremental change in fringe number

At = incremental change in time

Ax - beam spacing

= boundary-layer thickness

€ = pressure gradient and gravity-correctlon parameter [see Eq. (8)]

0 = surface inclination from horizontal

= laser wavelength

= oil kinematic viscosity

p = oil density

= localskin friction

Superscripts

( )' = corrected or "effective" value

( ) = average value

Subscripts

L = model length

x,z = directions as shown in Fig. 4

1,2,3,4 = refer to positions in Figs. i and 4, or to times in Fig. 3

= free-stream conditions

e = momentum thickness
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i. Introduction

The importance of skin-friction data in aerodynamic testing has stimulated the

development of a wide variety of skin friction methods for the measurement of data

in both two- and three-dlmensional flows. Winter (1977) describes the principal

methods for two-dimensional flows. These methods include the free-floating element

balance, the analysis of mean-velocity data with the Clauser chart included, the

Preston tube, and surface thin-film heat-transfer gauges. Measuring skin friction in

three-dimensional flows is more difficult, and fewer methods have been developed.

For such flows, McAllister, Pierce, and Tennant (1982) use a free-floating element

balance, Higuchi and Peake (1978) use a bidirectional buried-wire gauge, and Higuchi

and Rubesin (1981) use a bidirectional surface-fence gauge.

Although the above methods have been widely used, they all are seriously limited

in one or more respects. For example, whereas the free-floating element balance

measures skin friction directly, it is delicate, expensive, difficult to fabricate

and calibrate, and subject to unknown element misalignment and pressure-gradient

errors. The other methods are based on near-wall flow similarity and, thus, measure

skin friction only indirectly. Consequently, the applicability of these methods is

limited. They also require either permanent installation in a surface or are intru-

sive to the flow. Clearly, new and reliable methods for measuring skin friction in

both two- and three-dimensional flows are desirable.

One new approach is the oil-viscosity balance method first described by Tanner

• (1977), in which he used a laser interferometer to measure the thickness of a thin

oil film flowing on a surface subject to shear stress. This approach has the impor-

tant advantage of being a direct method similar to the floating-element balance and

consequently does not require calibration in a known flow. It can also be used in

either a two- or a three-dimensional steady flow. Additionally, this method is

inexpensive, simple to use, potentially very accurate, easy to relocate at various

test points, and nonintrusive.
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The development of the method has progressed through several steps. Tanner

(1977)verified the first version of the method in a low-speed,two-dimenslonal,

flat-plateflow. Monson and Higuchl (1981)describeda more practical, two-beam

instrumentthat allows easy test point relocationand eliminatesthe need to visually

locate the oil leadlng-edgeposition. The theory for the method was also extended,

thus eliminatingthe need to measure total oil flow time. This method was verified

in a low-speedsimple flow. Monson,Driver, and Szodruch (1981)further extended the

theory for the method to account for the change in oll temperatureand to allow appli-

cation to three-dimensionalflows. The precedingmethod was verified in separated

flows, high-Reynolds-numbersupersonicflows, and complexflows on a delta wing.

Finally,Monson (1983)verified the accuracy of the three-dlmenslonalflow method

with measurementsin a swirling three-dimenslonalboundary-layerflow.

This paper reviews the laser interferometermethod for measuring skin friction

and presents examplesof its applicationto a variety of flows.

2. The Laser Interferometer Technique

2.1 Principle

Figure I illustrates the principle of the two-beam laser-lnterferometer skin-

friction method as described by Monson and Higuchi (1981). Two laser beams with

known spacing are focused on a surface such that the llne between them is parallel to

the desired measurement direction. This direction is usually aligned with the known

surface flow direction. (Special requirements on the oil-line geometry are dis-

cussed in Section 2.3 for cases in which the measurement and flow directions differ.)

A llne of oll is applied ahead of the front beam, the flow is started, and the oil

flows downstream past the two beams. The laser beams measure the time rate of

change of the oil film's slope by monitoring the tlme-dependent optical interference

as discussed in Section 2.2. This information, in turn, is used to compute the



averageskin frictionduring the measurementperiod using the oil-flowtheory and

data-reductionequationsdiscussedin Section2.3.

2.2 Instrument

A schematicof the two-beaminstrumentdevelopedby Monson and Higuchi (1981)

is shown in Fig. 2. The linearlypolarizedoutput from a He-Ne laser is expanded

and passed througha neutral-densityfilter to reduce its power to a level that

avoids the effects of local oll heating [seediscussionby Tanner (1977)]. The

single beam is then split into two parallel beams of known spacingwith an angled

interferometerflat. In the notation of Fig. I, the beam spacing,Ax, is determined

by the propertiesof the Interferometerflat as

Ax = 2T cos(I) tan(R) , (i)

where

tan(R)= tan [arcsln(sin(1)/ng)] •

[For example,Monson and Higuchl (1981)used a fused silica flat 6.4 mm thick with a

45@ incidenceangle to achievea beam spacingof 5 nun.] One beam passes througha

half-waveretardationplate to rotate its polarization90°, and then both beams are

focused on a polishedmodel surfaceor wall containingan oll film. The beams

reflect from both the surfaceand the oil, causingopticalinterference. The two

beams of crossedpolarizationare then separatedwith a polarizationbeam splitter

and focusedon separatephotodlodes. Additionalpolarizersand filters at the photo-

diodesprovide furthersignal isolationand backgroundnoise reduction. The photo-

diode signalsmay then be recordedon a two-channelchart recorderor another

appropriatedevice. As the oll thicknesschanges, the light intensitiesin each beam

are modulatedby alternatingconstructiveand destructiveinterferencebetween the

oil and surfacereflections. A typicalrecordedfringe record is shown in Fig. 3.

The transmittingand receivingcomponentsare mounted on separate tripodsto allow

versatiletest positioningof the laser beams.
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The only constraint on the geometry pertains to the laser-beam incidence angle.

The two-beam _nstrument cannot be used if wind-tunnel geometries require angles in

the range between 30° and 70°.• There, the angles are too near the oil Brewster

angle of 54°, where the oil reflects the p-polarization poorly. One method of avoid-

ing this problem is to increase the incidence angle to a value beyond 70°. This

grazing-incidence method is described in more detail by Monson et al. (1981). Another "

solution is to use only an s-polarized beam and to apply the slngle-beammethod

described in Section 2.3.

2.3 Theory

Tanner and Blows (1976) showed that the skin friction can be related to the slope

of an oil film flowing from the action of shear stress according to

DVX = DV
= yt t _y/Sx ' (2)

where the notation is from Fig. i. The quantities on the right-hand side can all be

measured. Oil density and viscosity are determined in advance as a function of tem-

perature. The remaining quantities may be measured with the two-beam laser inter-

ferometer method described in Section 2.1. The data-reductlon equations derived by

Monson et al. (1981) are summarized here in their generalized version. Simpler

versions pertinent to special flows will also be presented in this section.

The generalized data-reduction equations are derived with reference to Fig. 4

for flows with unknown direction. As shown, the focused beams from a two-beam laser

transmitter impinge on the oll at points (i) and (2) located along a line in the

desired measurement direction, defined here as the x axis. A straight line of oil is

assumed to be applied along the z axis upstream of beam (I) orthogonal to the x axis.

Because of shear stress, the oll then flows along streamlines aligned at an unknown

angle, y, which defines the rotated coordinate system (s,n) where s is aligned with

the local flow direction. Oil streamline curvature in this small region is neglected.



Arbitrary pressure and skin-friction gradients, gravity forces, and a changing oil

temperature are taken into account.

Using the conditions above and the notation of Figs. (i), (3), and (4), the x

component of skin friction at point (3) corrected for pressure and gravity gradients

is

' /(1 - £ ) (3)TSX " T3X X "

Here, TSx is the uncorrected skin friction given by

2n pv 1 cos(r)o Ax

T3x: x " (N_t_-N_t_) (4)

with

. 1=-_N_[_t_ _l_ '
]

tl =-_tl/_I 1)

t2'= (t_ + Ate)

"_: -_"3\At; + '

At_ =_ [exp(SAAti) - I]

i = 1,2,4

Ati(l +_ SAAt i)

(6)
exp (SAAt_

At_ = SA [exp(SAAt 3) - I] I(i + SAAt 4) At3(l + ISAAt3) ,

(s_n(i)cos(r) = cos [arc sin _. _o )] ' (7)



and

_ cos(r) - Pg . (8)
x 2n° z3x

In the above equations, A is determined by a direct wall-temperature measurement as

A = (T2 - Zl)/At2 , (9)

so that the temperaturevariationduring a measurementmay be expressedas

T(t) _ T1 + A(t - t{) . (lO)

The parameter,S, is a predeterminedoil constantin the oil vlscosity-temperature

equation

v(t)= _Iexp[-S(T(t)- TI)] . (Ii)

In Eq. (8)) the term (pgsin(8))xis the gravitycomponentin the x direction,and

N{ is a time averagedvalue for fringe number at point (I). Monson (1983) finds

that a value

N{ _ (N_ + AN2/2) (12)

is a reasonable choice based on measurements where the skin friction was known and a

gravity force was present. In making skln-friction measurements in the presence of

gravity or pressure gradients, accuracy is enhanced if care is taken to keep the

value of the correction parameter, Cx, less than a few percent of unity. This param-

eter can be controlled by taking data only after the oil film has thinned to the

--T
extent that the value of N1 in Eq. (8) becomes sufficiently small.

Note that the skin-frictlon gradients do not appear explicitly in the above set

of equations. However, Monson (1983) shows that the effect of the gradients can be

made negligibly small to first order even for large gradients when the analysis is

applied at point (3) between points (I) and (2) as shown in Fig. 4.

Although the above equations are derived for the x component of skin friction,

the analysis is applicable for any direction. The only requirements are that the

applied line of oil is straight and perpendicular to the measurement direction if it
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differs from the local flow direction, and that the gradients in Eq. (8) are taken

along the measurement direction. For example, by rotating the laser beam and oll

orientations 90° in Fig. 4, the orthogonal skln-friction component, T_z , is measured.

By measuring two skln-friction components, the total skln-frlctlon magnitude and flow

direction at that point are obtained in a flow with unknown direction.

The general set of data-reductlon equations presented here can be simplified for

certain special flows. First, for constant temperature, A in Eq. (6) is zero and

the corrected and measured time increments are equal. Second, Ex is zero when no

pressure or gravity gradients are present. The corrected and uncorrected skin fric-

tion in Eq. (3) are then equal. Third, for small skln-frlction gradients, the

requirement on positioning the laser beams at the measurement point (3) can be

relaxed. Fourth, if the local flow direction is known and is equal to the measure-

ment direction, the applied oll line need be neither straight nor perpendicular to

the measurement direction. Finally, in some flows a single-beam method may be more

convenient. This is done by using the front beam to locate the oil leading edge

visually [see Tanner (1977)]. Then the product, N_ t_, in Eq. (4) is zero, and the

known beam spacing, Ax, simply becomes the distance from the oil leading edge to the

downstream beam position at point (I).

3.0 ExperimentalVerifications

3.1 AxisymmetricTwo-DimensionalBoundary-LayerFlow

The initialverificationexperimentsfor the two-beamlaser interferometer

method were performedby Monson and Higuchi (1981)and later repeatedby Monson (1983)

in a simple two-dimensionalboundary-layerflow with no gradients. The test facility

was a low-speedwind tunnel sketchedin Fig. 5. The tunnelhas a cylindermounted

along its centerlineon which the skin frictionwas measured. (A sectionof the

cylindercan be rotatedto producea swirlingboundary layer,but the cylinderwas

stationaryfor these tests.) Freestreamflow speedsup to 50 m/s are possible.
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Large plexlglass side windows allow laser beam access in and out of the tunnel. The

oil temperaturewas measured with a thermocouplein the cylinder.

Monson and Higuchl (1981)measured skin frictionon the cylinder using the laser

interferometer method, a Preston tube, and a "law-of-the-wall" method. They found

excellentagreementbetween all methods and with the predictionsof a turbulent

boundary-layercode. The only problemencounteredwas from occasionaldust in the

oil which caused erraticsignals.

Monson (1983)later repeated the measurementson the cylinder using a dust

filter at the tunnel inlet. Aolarge number of measurementswere made at each loca-

tion so that an uncertaintyanalysison the accuracyof the method could be performed.

Those resultsare presentedin Fig. 6 along with measurementsusing a surface-fence

gauge and a theoreticalprediction. As before,agreementbetween the two methods and

with theoryis excellent.

The error bars on the mean laser interferometerdata representconfidencelimits

of 95%. These limits are assessedusing the RMS uncertaintyanalysis of Kline and

McClintock (1953). The analysisincludes the uncertaintyin computed skin friction

which arises from the estimatedfixed uncertaintyin the data-reductionvariables.

It also includestwice the standarddeviationdue to randomvariationswithin the set

of repeatedmeasurementsat each position. Based on these estimates,the accuracy

of the laser interferometermethod is within ±5%, at least for this simple flow.

This accuracy compareswith an estimated±10% uncertaintyin the calibrationof the

surface-fencegauge.

_etric Swirlin_Three-DimenslonalBoundary-La_erFlow

Verificationexperimentsfor the three-dimensionalflow version of the laser

interferometermethod were performedby Monson (1983)in the same low-speedwind

tunneldescribedin Section 3.1. These experimentsincorporatedthe rotating section

of the center cylinder to producea spinningboundary layer. The swirlingboundary

12



layer is convectedto a downstreamstationarysegmentwhere it becomes three-

dimensional as it begins turning through 90 @ and relaxing toward a stream parallel

to the tunnel axis. Skln-frlctionmeasurementsin the axial and transversedirec-

tions were made at severalaxial positionson the downstreamstationarysegment.

The precisionrequired in applyingthe oll llne in three-dimenslonalflows was

• achievedby applying oll to the edge of a contouredplasticcard, and then, guided by

alignmentmarks, touchingthe card edge to the cylinder. The axial measurementsand

some of the transversemeasurementswere performedwith the two-beammethod. How-

ever, when the flow angle was shallow,the transversemeasurementswere made with

the slngle-beammethod to shortenthe distancebetween the measuringpoint and the

initialoil positionand thus reduce problemswith surfacewaves.

The two skln-frlctloncomponents,Cfx and Cfz, measured at severalaxial posi-

tions,are comparedin Fig. 7 with measurementsusing a bidirectionalsurface-fence

gauge and with a theoreticalcalculationincludingcylinderspin. Excellentagree-

ment between the two methods and with theory is observed for the axial components.

The error bars on the laser interferometerdata show comparableaccuracy to the zero-

spin data discussedin Section3.1. Except for the last downstreamposition,excel-

lent agreementbetweenthe two methods is also found for the transversecomponents.

Agreementwith theory is not as good as in the transversedirection,but Higuchl and

Rubesln (1981)attributethis to limitationsin the turbulencemodel.

The poor agreementbetween the experimentalmethods for the transversedirection

at the last downstreamposition can be attributedto errors arising from the shallow

3@ flow angle there. Monson (1983)finds that shallowflow angles result both in

long oil-flowpath lengthswhich cause a persistenceof oil surfacewaves, and large

errors in measured skin frictioncaused by small errors in appliedoil llne direction.

The gravity correctionalso becomes large,which makes the theory less accurate. As

a result, this angle is probably close to the lower limit for which the present
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method can accurately measure the transverse skin-friction component in three-

dimensional flows.

3.3 Separated and Reattached Two-Dimensional Flow

Monson, Driver, and Szodruch (1981) applied the laser interferometer method to

the measurement of skin friction in the separated and reattached two-dimensional flow

behind a rearward-faclng step. The tests were performed in a small, high-Reynolds-

number, subsonic, contlnuous-running tunnel. The test-sectlon geometry and test

conditions are shown in Fig. 8. The top wall angle is adjustable to alter the free-

stream pressure gradient and reattachment length.

Skln-frlction measurements were made at several locations in the region of

attached flow ahead of the step and throughout the separated and reattached regions

downstream of the step. Data were obtained at top wall deflection angles of 0° and

6@. The single-beam method described in Section 2.3 was used because tunnel access

limited the laser-beam incidence angle to near-Brewster angles. Pressure-gradient

corrections were applied to the data frommeasured pressure distributions. The cor-

rections were a few percent near reattachment, and negligible elsewhere. The effects

of skin-frlction gradients were made negligible (to first order) by locating the

laser beams on either side of the measurement point as described in Section 2.3.

The measured skln-frlctlon coefficients are shown in Fig. 9 for 0@ wall deflec-

tion. The data show excellent agreement with Preston tube and "law-of-the-wall"

measurements ahead and downstream of the separated region. However, these other

methods are not applicable in separated flow. The laser interferometer data show

a

excellent repeatability and self-conslstency throughout the separated region, and

they are in good qualitative agreement with a theoretical calculation by Sindir

(1982). A point of special interest is that by using low-viscosity oil, a repeat-

able measurement of the very low skin friction of 0.i N/m 2 is obtained where it

occurs in the small corner eddy region at the base of the step. This demonstrates

14



the capability of the method to measure small-scale flow details, as well as very

low levels of skin friction, simply by tailoring the oil viscosity to the flow con-

ditions. Also note the ability of the method to successfully measure the mean skin

friction close to a reattachment point even though the forces are low and the flow

fluctuations are high in that region. This is possible because the oil tends to

damp the fluctuations. Similar results were also obtained for a 6° wall-deflection

angle.

3.4 Supersonic High-Reyn01ds-Number Two-Dimenslonal Boundary Layer Flow

Monson, Driver, and Szodruch (1981) applied the laser interferometer skin-

friction method to supersonic high-Reynolds-number flow. The measurements were made

in the two-dlmenslonal boundary layer on the nozzle wall of the NASA Ames High-

Reynolds-Number Channel I, a varlable-temperature blowdown facility designed for

stagnation pressures up to 30 arm. Rectangular M = 2 and 3 nozzles were used.

Tunnel optical access required the use of the single-beam method. A thermocouple

measured the tunnel-wall temperature changes during the runs and the skin-friction

data were corrected for variable oil temperature.

The skln-frlctlon data are shown in Fig. I0 for M = 2 and 3 over a range of

Reynolds number which was changed by varying tunnel stagnation pressure. Oil vis-

cosities were I000 or 3000 cs, depending on the pressure. The data are compared with

the predictions of a reliable, turbulent boundary-layer code. These data agree with

the computations within ±10% at both Mach numbers over the Reynolds number range

tested.

Although this agreement demonstrates the utility of the laser interferometer

method in supersonic high-Reynolds-number flow, the accuracy of the results is less

than that achieved in the previously discussed low-speed tests. The reduced accu-

racy is a consequence of the high skln-frictlon levels encountered and not the fact

that the flow was supersonic. High skln-friction levels produce surface waves on
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the oil that persistuntil the oil is very thin. Thus, few useful fringescan be

recordedwithin the test time availableor before the oil becomes too thin to allow

a successfulmeasurement. This may representa fundamentallimitationon the laser

Interferometermethod althoughmeasurementscloser than 5 mm to the oil leadingedge,

or use of higher viscosityoil, might extend this limit somewhat. In spite of the

limitationsat high skin-frictionlevels, the precedingmethod successfullymeasured

skin-frictionlevels up to 120 N/m2; i.e., 40 times higher than the levels of the

previouslydiscussedlow-speedtests.

3.5 SupersonicThree-DimenslonalDelta Wins Flow

Monson, Driver,and Szodruch (1981)measured skin-frlctionusing the laser inter-

ferometermethod in the three-dimensionalvorticalflow on the lee side of a delta

wing at angle of attack. This is a severe test of the precedingmethod because of

the complex flow over the wing. The generalfeaturesof the flow are shown in

Fig. ii. Typically,this flow is characterizedby a primaryvortex separationat the

leadingedge, a reattachmentfurtherinboard,and a secondaryvortex separation

within the primary vortex. Strong surfacecross-flowexistsbetween the primary

attachmentllne and the secondaryseparationllne. Consequently,the skin friction

can be expected to vary significantlyacross the span.

Tests on the delta wing were run at M = 2 and 3, and at angles of attack of

0e and 8° in the previouslydescribedHigh-Reynolds-NumberChannelI. Axial skin-

frictioncomponentswere measured across the span using the slngle-beamand three-

dimensionalmethods describedin Section2.3. Variableoil-temperaturecorrections

were includedin the data reduction.

Skln-frictiondata for M = 3 and _ = 8° are shown in Fig. 12. The axial

skin frictiondecreasesfrom the centerlineoutwardand then reaches a narrow peak

near the primaryvortex centerline. It then immediatelyfalls to a very low value

near the adjacent separationline and rises to a new but lower peak value under the

16



secondary vortex. Measurements with other methods for comparison were not possible

in this complex flow, nor were theoretical computations available. Thus the accu-

racy of the laser interferometer data cannot be assessed. However, one might expect

a turbulent flat-plate boundary-layer calculation using local-edge conditions to give

at least an approximate estimate for skin friction on the centerline of the delta

• wing. The result of such a calculation is shown in Fig. 12, and the data are

observed to be in good agreement with it near the centerline. But, as expected, the

calculation fails further outboard where the vortex structures dominate the flow

field. Similar results were obtained for other Mach numbers and angles of attack.

Although the accuracy of the above results cannot be fully verified, the good

repeatability and agreement with theory on the centerllne demonstrate the utility of

the laser interferometer method to measure skin friction in very complex flows where

other methods are not applicable.

4. Conclusions

A nonintrusive laser interferometer method for measuring skin friction by moni-

toring the thickness of a thin oll film has been described. The method applies to

flows with arbitrarily large pressure gradients and skln-frlctlon gradients, and to

three-dlmenslonal flows with unknown direction. The accuracy of this method has

been verified in a series of tests incorporating the above effects. These include

simple two-dimenslonal flows, three-dlmenslonal swirling flows, separated flows,

supersonic hlgh-Reynolds-number flows, and complex three-dlmenslonal delta-wing flows.

Limitations to the method occur in flows possessing high dust levels, at very high

skin-frlctlon levels, or when measuring transverse skin-frlction components in

three-dlmensional flows nearly perpendicular to the local flow direction. In spite

of these limitations, this method has been used to successfully measure skin-friction

levels between O.1 and 120 N/m 2, and transverse components in three-dimensional

flows within 3@ of perpendicular to the local flow direction. These results
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establish the utility of this method for measuring skin friction in a wide variety

of flows where other techniques are limited or impractical.
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Captions to Figures

Fig. i - Geometry and notation for two-beam skin-frlction measurements in

two-dimenslonal flows

Fig. 2 - Schematic of the two-beam laser interferometer instrument

Fig. 3 - Typical two-beam interferometer fringe record with notation

Fig. 4 - Geometry and notation for two-beam skin-friction measurements in

three-dimensional flows

Fig. 5 - Low-speed wind tunnel with center-body rotating test cylinder

Fig. 6 - Comparison of measured and computed skin friction without spin:

V = 37 m/s

Fig. 7 - Comparison of measured and computed skin friction with spin:

V = w = 37 m/s
S

Fig. 8 - Rearward-facing step-flow experimental geometry and inlet conditions:

V= = 44 m/s, M= = 0.13, 6 = 1.9 cm, H = 1.3 cm, Yo = 8H, Re = 5000

Fig. 9 - Comparison of measured and computed skin friction over a rearward-

facing step with separation: c = 0°.

Fig. i0 - Comparison of measured and computed tunnel-wall skin friction at

• supersonic Mach numbers

Fig. iI - General features of the supersonic lee flow over a delta wing at

angle of attack

Fig. 12 - Comparison of measured and computed skin friction on the lee of a

delta wing: _ = 8°, M = 3, _,= = 2.0 x 106 .
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